WOLDS ACTION GROUP
Flooding and Geology
This hearing statement aims to evidence that the Wolds Site (site ref HC2U) is an unsuitable
and unsustainable site due to flooding and geographical site constraints and should be
removed from the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan.
The National Planning Policy Framework 2012 says: “Inappropriate development in areas at
risk of flooding should be avoided by directing development away from areas at highest risk,
but where development is necessary, making it safe without increasing flood risk elsewhere”
Para 100.
Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Policy SO9 states the plan will: “support developments that
minimise risks to safety and health as a result of crime (or fear of crime), flooding, pollution
and climate change of local residents, employees or visitors.”
Below we endeavour to show how that will not be feasible as regards the Wolds site. Each
individual issue is placed under an explanatory heading for ease of reference.

Incorrect initial site assessment
From the very beginning DDDC assessed the Wolds sites as Green – at no risk of flooding.
This is based on it being in flood zone 1 – at low risk of river or sea flooding.
DDDC only altered this rating to Amber following constant objections from concerned
residents and after the site had already passed through several stages of the draft local plan.
We believe that this incorrect initial assessment skewed the overall scoring of the site and
means that it progressed to the final stage based on misleading information.
The individual microclimate of our site, as discussed later, means that although it falls within
the definition of Flood Zone 1 in terms of risk or river and tidal flooding, it has not been
adequately assessed in terms of risk from other sources - namely ground and surface water
flooding.
This is an important point and the Derbyshire Dales District Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment Report prepared by JBA Consulting, clearly acknowledges this:
“It is normally reasonable to presume and state that individual sites that lie in Zone 1 satisfy
the requirements of the sequential test; however consideration should be given to risks from
all sources, areas with critical drainage problems and critical drainage areas.
“For developments that do not fall under the above categories, local circumstances must be
used to define the area of application of the sequential test.
“The criteria used to determine this appropriate search areas relate to the type of catchment
area for the type of development being proposed. . . . A pragmatic approach should be taken
when applying the sequential test”. P31

We do not feel that a pragmatic, approach, based on evidence of the individual site has been
carried out in regards to the Wolds Site.
If it had then it would have become clear early on that the site is beset with a multitude of
drainage and water related issues making it very difficult to develop without significant, long
term investment in large scale drainage infrastructure, maintenance and insurance.

Flooding, standing water and surface drainage
Gritstone Road, Bentley Close, Amberdene, Moorfield and other areas in the vicinity of the
proposed sites all suffer with standing water, run-off water and actual flooding of garages
and gardens.
The Derbyshire Dales District Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, prepared by JBA
Consulting, 2016 acknowledges this issue, stating that is has been recorded previously.
This again raises questions as to why the site was classed as at no risk of flooding in the
initial stages of the draft local plan:
“Groundwater-related flooding has also been reported to Derbyshire Dales District Council at
the top of the hill off Chesterfield Road, in the vicinity of Gritstone Road, Bentley Close and
Amberdene.
“The raised water table has been reported by residents to occur most years, with more
prominent waterlogging events in 2006 and 2012. Gardens and garages have flooded in the
past.
“It is recommended that a detailed investigation is undertaken in this area, to assess the
existing flood risk impacts caused by the local geological conditions and to determine what
options are available to mitigate this and whether this situation could be exacerbated in the
future.” P53.
The impact of 100s of extra properties on an area already permanently water logged and
covered with a large number of natural springs is very concerning.
You can view videos of the impact of existing flooding to properties on Amberdene,
Wellington Street, Bentley Close and Moorfield here:

https://savematlocksgreenfields.wordpress.com/archaeological-and-topographical-info/
To the left is a still of the
video showing a resident
of Moorfield attempting to
clear away the river of
water that is coursing
through his garage.

Below is a screen shot of
the Environment Agency’s
Flood Risk Assessment for
surface water.
To the right of The Wolds area you can clearly see circled blue spots in both the Gritstone
Rd and Bentley Close areas indicating a high risk of flooding from surface water.
According to the Environment Agency site “High risk means that each year, this area has a
chance of flooding of greater than 1 in 30 (3.3%).
“This type of flooding can be difficult to predict, much more so than river or sea flooding as it
is hard to forecast exactly where or how much rain will fall in any storm.”

One of the areas indicated as high risk is a “pond” that is observable in the Gritstone Road
field for much of the year.
The map also shows a substantial high risk area on the reservoir site off Wellington Street.
This area is currently either directly abutting or encompassed within the suggested Wolds
site.
Below is evidence of the flooding of a garden of a property on Bentley Close that directly
backs onto the Gritstone Road field.
This flooding is from one of the High risk areas that are indicated on the Environment
Agency’s map.

Amberdene and Wellington Street Reservoir

There is evidence of issues with standing water and run off water in the field behind
Amberdene and the Wellington Street reservoir.
The photographs below clearly show the issues.
Bog grass is well established on the site indicating the slow drainage capacity of the heavy
top layer of clay across the proposed site area.

Videos can be seen of severe flooding off the site above and onto Amberdene and
Wellington Street, here:
https://savematlocksgreenfields.wordpress.com/archaeological-and-topographical-info/
In this instance water utilities contractors were called out as it was initially thought to be a
burst water main.

However it was simply the volume of run-off water that can be experienced from the
proposed development site.

Stills from video evidence of Amberdene floods – CTRL+Click to follow the link
to the video.
https://www.facebook.com/saveourmatlockgreenfields/videos/1286630894725070/

Bentley Close Flooding and run off water
Here are photographs showing the extent of previous flooding at the far end of Gritstone
Road / Bentley Close. NB this is the area closest to the proposed access point to the
development site.
All the traffic generated by the new site will pass through this point.

Videos and photos of recent issues with run-off water at Bentley Close can be seen here:
https://savematlocksgreenfields.wordpress.com/archaeological-and-topographical-info/

Below are several stills from the video footage.

Natural Springs
Local residents know that the entire site is criss-crossed with natural springs.
Hence Sandy Lane also being known locally as 13 Springs Lane and there is a Springfield
Farm off Sandy Lane. Wellfield joins Wellington Street and Chesterfield Road. There is a
huge clue as to the nature of the land in the names of these places.
In order for the building of some existing properties it was necessary for some to be built on
rafts and for springs to be diverted however the springs, when diverted or capped simply pop
up elsewhere.
The developer has claimed that they will avoid developing higher fields in the site due to
springs; however those springs also occur naturally in the lower fields.
Recent evidence of this is the fact that a householder at 70 Wolds Rise had a spring pop up
in her living room. Similarly number 12 High Ridge where the resident has lived for >40
years suffers water discharge via a manhole in the garage. Number 2 Gritstone Road
suffers frequent flooding of the garage.
This is not on the northern part of the site and shows the unpredictable, uncontrollable
nature of the natural springs in the area. Laying concrete over the fields will have serious
impacts on the watercourses there causing them to divert and appear elsewhere.
It should be noted that the proposed developers, at a meeting with members of the Wolds
Action Group on September 28th 2016, were not even aware of the existence of the springs
and actually asked residents to “show them where they were.” This doesn’t inspire
confidence does it?

Below you can see the effects of a single day of rain in March 2017 on the fields. The
permanently high water table does not take much encouragement to rise above the surface.

Mitigation Measures
We have heard a lot of mention of the word “mitigation” around the Wolds site. In particular
around flooding, however there appears to be very little in the way of explanation of what
measures may look like.
The geology of the site means that water will not simply drain away. A heavy top layer of
clay allows standing water to permeate down so far but it then comes into contact with an
impermeable layer of rock.
Water then finds its way horizontally along the rock, meaning it heads straight for (and
under) existing properties that border the site.

This results in fields and neighbouring gardens being permanently water logged and roads
around the area often have water bubbling out of the surface due to seepage from the site.
The scale of drainage
mitigation required at
the site will be
immense and is an
additional financial
constraint that will
make the site
financially unviable.
For a comparative
illustration we know
that the Moorledge site
on the A6 - which at
226 houses is just
under half the size of
the proposed
development at the
Wolds site - required
huge drains to be built
under the A6, a flood
plain and drainage into
the river.
See images to right.

Therefore we ask how a larger scale drainage system will be successfully put in place at a
site that is at the top of a hill, is hemmed in by existing properties to the south and has no
substantial water body to drain into.
We also have reason to believe that existing domestic sewers are at capacity and that no
new developments can be connected to them.
You can see evidence of this, in this case at Bent Lane, at the start of this video where water
is bubbling out of a manhole cover.
https://savematlocksgreenfields.wordpress.com/archaeological-and-topographical-info/
Below, a still from the video shows water bubbling from a manhole at Bent Lane.

Developers have proposed creating holding tank and balancing ponds on the site in order to
mitigate the issues with run-off water.
At the meeting with the Wolds Action Group in September 2016 we were told by developers
that there would be four SUDs created in the new development. The first of which would
have a capacity of 6,500 cubic metres.
A quick calculation would indicate that this SUD would need to be approx. 5 metres deep by
20 metres wide and 65 metres long or some such permutation – regardless of how you
calculate the dimensions it’s huge. How thick would retaining walls need to be to hold back
this volume of water? What plans are there to combat an extreme weather event and its
knock on effects?
Recent years have shown more and more flooding related issues at a national level.
Flooding is on the increase and not just in coastal regions. It is becoming a far more frequent
occurrence which should be factored into any flood mitigation planning.
JBA Consulting, Derbyshire Dales District Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment report
says: “Climate change is predicted to increase rainfall intensity in the future by up to 40%.
“This will increase the likelihood and frequency of surface water flooding across catchments,
but particular in impermeable urban areas that are already susceptible.” P55
Who would compensate home owners for damage or loss if this proposed drainage system
failed and, more importantly, how long would developers actually be held liable for any
issues caused by, or as a result of failure of, their mitigation measures?

JBA report clearly states RE SUDs: ”Developers should ensure that the long term
maintenance of the development is secure through the system adoption by a competent
organisation.
“At present, in the absence of any budget or legislative duty, Derbyshire County Council is
unable to adopt any SUDs that serve private development.
“Therefore the responsibility for ensuring the long term adoption and maintenance of SUDs
rests with the developer.” P73
Given the above except states that strategic investment will be required for the lifetime of the
development, and there are no assurances of financial assistance nationally or locally, this
will incur a huge cost to any potential developer.
Again this raises serious questions about the financial viability of the site and whether the
council will actually be able to secure any meaningful, long term commitments from a
developer to maintain the proposed drainage measures.

Lack of appropriate consultation
We have been told that DDDC have consulted with the Environment Agency about the risk
of flooding at the Wolds Site but as of 13 Feb 2017 the officers did not mention the Lead
Local Flood Authority which is Derbyshire County Council.

Derwent Valley Aqueduct
Another constraint of the site is that the Derwent Valley Aqueduct transects the proposed
site.
This Victorian/Edwardian aqueduct is one of Severn Trent Water’s most important assets,
forming part of its strategic water grid.
It carries 200 million litres of water per day from Bamford Water Treatment Works in North
Derbyshire to Hallgates Service Reservoir near Leicester, serving more than 590,000
customers in Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and Leicestershire.
This aqueduct cannot be built over and has a sizeable exclusion zone to each side.
This will again impact on the viability of the developer being able to bring forward the
proposed number of dwellings.
Again any breach of this structure would have catastrophic consequences, not just for
neighbouring properties but for the whole of the town.
The Wolds HC2(u) site was increased in size part way through the consultation period by
another 10 hectares – there was no public consultation on this substantial change. This
extension was in order to account for the presence of the aqueduct that hadn’t been factored
in during site assessment. A major oversight!
In conclusion the proposals to build on this site are so constrained it should be once again
removed entirely from the Local Plan.

